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Syrian, Egyptian battle claims denied
By TV Associated Press
Egyptian military communiques
said Israeli warplanes bombed Port
Said at the Mediterranean entrance to
the Suez Canal last night. They added
that Egyptian troops attacked Israeliheld oil fields in the southern Sinai
Peninsula and "liberated" El
Quantara in the central sector of the
waterway.
There was no immediate word from
Israel on the Egyptian communiques
which said the bombing of Port Said
had resulted in civilian casualties.
The communiques were issued in
Cairo at 10 p.m. after a day in which

the Israelis claimed their tanks and
planes were chasing the Syrians out of
the Golan Heights in the northern
sector and had pushed the Egyptians
back to the canal
BUT THE EGYPTIANS countered
these claims by saying their tanks
were cutting deeper into the Sinai
Peninsula, occupied by the Israelis
since the 1967 Middle East war. and
that the Israeli defenders were being
overrun by troops supported by
devastating air cover.
The earlier communiques from
Cairo did not say exactly now far into

Sinai the Egyptian forces had gone
since first crossing canal on Saturday
as Jews observed Yom Kippur. the
solemn day of judgment
The Syrians claimed they burled
back an Israeli counteroffensive in the
Golan Heights and in this third day of
the fourth Middle East war since 1*48
had retaken a large chunk of the area
seised by the Israelis in 1M7.
THE ISRAELIS denied these Syrian
and Egyptian claims.
Egypt's communique reporting
bombing raids on Port Said, a major

Nixon hints at proposa
to end Middle East war
WASHINGTON (API - President
Nixon, after exchanging private
messages with Soviet leader Leonid 1
Brezhnev about the Middle East
conflict, said yesterday the United
Slates was preparing a diplomatic
proposal that "we hope and believe
will be effective in stopping the
lighting "
The President and Brezhnev
exchanged personal messages Sunday
through diplomatic channels. White
House Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler announced He would not
disclose their contents
However. Nixon's spokesman said
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
has been in "just about equal touch''
with the foreign ministers of Egypt and
Israel in recent days and said this

perhaps gives us a better
opportunity" to promote peace than
was possible during the 1967 ArabIsraeli war
ZIEGLER WAS ASKED if
Brezhnev's message to Nixon.
received last Sunday night, indicated
the Soviets might urge restraint upon
their Arab allies
I don't think now is the time to
characterize the attitude of any other
country. Ziegler responded.
He said the Moscow-Washington
"hot line" was not used and indicated
Nixon had initiated the exchange.
The President interrupted a morning
meeting with Kissinger to brief
newsmen and reveal that he had a

proposal for the
Security Council

United

Nations

HE SAID HE conferred late
yesterday by telephone with Kissinger
and anived at his office at about 7 30
a.m. Monday to spend much of the
morning in conference with Kissinger.
Neither Nixon nor Kissinger, who
told reporters "our intention is to
move forward with the broadest
possible support that can be affected."
indicated the precise nature of the
diplomatic initiative being launched by
the United Stales
Nixon ordered Kissinger Sunday
evening to request a U.N. Security
Council meeting on the war but the 15member body was reported deeply
divided

port city, did not say anything about
numbers of casualties.
"This is the first civilian city hit by
the Israelis,
said the military
''ommunique "The enemy should be
prepared to bear the consequences of
his deeds"
Later, the Interior Ministry in Cairo
warned civilians in repeated
broadcasts to avoid picking up
"strange objects" from the ground.

"WE ALL SHOULD be aware of the
enemy's inhuman methods for our own
safety " There was no further
elaboration. Cairo, a city of six million.
w.i.. virtually blacked out Sunday and
last nights
The military communique on the
bombing attack was followed by
another about hall an hour later This
claimed that El Qantara had been
taken from the Israelis in hand-to-hand
combat and that former Egyptian oil
fields run now by the Israelis had been
attacked and set afire by Egyptian
troops at El Bilaiyim.
The Israelis pump about $350,000
worth of oil a day from Sinai wells.
The communique added that the
decision to hit the fields about ISO
miles south of the southern entrance to
the Suez Canal was made by Gen
Ahmed Ismail, the Egyptian armed
forces commander, "to deprive the
enemy of Sinai oil "
"THUS OUR TROOPS raided the oil
fields at El Bilaiyim on the Gulf of
Suez. Kires raged and a driller was

THE NEWSPAPER LATER
reported that McMinoway posed as a
volunteer security agent at the
Democratic National Convention in
Miami Beach, Fla.. and overheard Sen.
George McGoverns campaign director
discussing the health of Sen. Thomas
F. Eagleton before Eagle ton was
picked as McGoverns running mate.

Weather
Partly cloady aad kaxy today
with some log hi the mormlag
Highs hi the mid aad apper 7ts.
Fab- tealght with lows hi the lew
aad mid M*. Iaereaslag
iloadssrss temorrow with tight
■ tbe said aad apaer 7tt.
Probability of pradptutaw II
per cast today aad tealgbt.

WATERGATE CONSPIRATOR E.
Howard Hunt testified that G. Gordon
Liddy sent him to meet a man he knew
as "Fat Jack" who turned over to Hunt
"photographically stolen" documents
from Muskie headquarters.
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i Combined efforts fail
in arranging concert

Smoke from an Impacting shell feed Saturday from Syria rises in a settlement
in Northern Israel. Prime areas of weekend action were the Golan Heights in
the North where Syria hammered at the Israelis and Sinai where the
Egyptians wero active.

Eagleton was later dropped from the
ticket after his hospitalization for
mental problems was disclosed.
Following McMinoway. the Senate
committee will near from John
Buckley, another private investigator,
who was reported to have infiltrated
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie's campaign
headquarters in Washington.

Bottles raged Saturday along Israel's front linos as the Middle East
experienced the worst outbreak in fighting since 1967. The solid
black area on the mop is Israel and the shaded regions or* Israeli occupied lands.

news

The Student Activities Office
announced yesterday that no
Homecoming concert will be presented
this year.
It was announced last Thursday that
Union Activities Organization lUAO)
would be unable to present a concert,
due to the cancelation of Roberta
Flack
Greg DeCrane. director of Student

Committee to quiz private eyes'
WASHINGTON I API - The Senate
Watergate bearings resume today,
with two Nixon campaign undercover
agents on the witness schedule
Summoned to testify at the morning
session was Michael W McMinoway.
who has been identified in news reports
as Sedan Chair 2. an agent who
infiltrated the campaign organization
of Sen Hubert H. Humphrey when the
Minnesota Democrat was seeking his
party's presidential nomination in 1972
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which
connected McMinoway with the Sedan
Chair code name, said the 26-year-old
Louisville, Ky.. private detective was
hired by President Nixon's reelection
committee to work in Humphrey's
Pennsylvania and California primary
campaigns.

Attoc<ot«d Pr«at Wiraphelo
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By Naacy Laigklui
Staff Reporter

Weekend
activity

territory against the other side. The
next days will see the direction and
results
"We will attack the enemy until we
break their bones."
Elazar added that Syrian forces had
been pushed back to the ceasefire line
established in the Golan Heights in 1967

"The inhuman enemy may throw
objects that may be explosives." the
ministry said

BG
*

destroyed Our troops returned safely
to their bases "
Earlier in the day. the Israeli
military chief of staff, Lt. Gen. David
Elazar. told a news conference in Tel
Aviv
"We are continuing our counterattack We are moving from our

Hunt identified Buckley as "Fat
Jack" and said he delivered cash to
Buckley to pay for the photographs.
Buckley's name came up again when
a special Watergate subcommittee
probed Republican charges that the
panel's chief investigator. Carmine S.
Bellino, may have bugged the 1960
presidential campaign of Richard M.
Nixon.
GOP National Chairman George
Bush released affidavits from three
men who swore Bellino sought to put
Nixon workers under physical or
electronic surveillance during that
campaign.

THE SUBCOMMITTEE discovered
that Buckley wrote the affidavits for
the three men to sign.
Buckley was then working for the
Washington law firm of Jerris
Leonard,
a
former
Nixon
administration official retained as
special counsel by the Republican
National Committee to work on the
Bellino matter.
The subcommittee's report, believed
to exonerate Bellino. may be presented
at an executive session of the full
committee this morning when the
panel meets to set a schedule for future
witnesses.

Activities and new student programs,
said Friday that the Homecoming committee. Student Activities and UAO
would combine efforts to bring a
concert to campus. He said a contract
had been negotiated but the name of
the group could not be released.
Yesterday DeCrane announced that
the concert was to have featured the
comedy team "Cheech and Chong."
but that they had canceled due to
previous commitments in Vancouver.
B.C.
"WE HAD NEGOTIATED the
concert, the contracts were sent out
and we received them, but before we
could send them back, the agency
called back and canceled their appearance. '' DeCrane said.
The organizations' combined effort
was aimed at bringing another big
name act to campus, DeCrane said.

They did not want to settle for a lesser
act just for the sake of having a
concert, he said.
"We have decided that instead of
going for a second-rate act for
Homecoming, we will hold off until a
quality act can be arranged." he said.
DECRANE ADDED that Student
Activities
will fill Homecoming
weekend with a number of already
scheduled events and will attempt to
arrange other activities.
Coronation of the Homecoming
queen probably will be held Thursday.
Oct. 18, in the forum. Student Services
Bldg . followed by a rally at Sterling
Farm, he said. Cultural Boost's miniconcert, featuring "Diamond Reo."
will be presented Friday, Oct. 19.
outside the Student Services Bldg

Justice Department officials
challenge news leak charge
WASHINGTON (API - The Justice
Department said yesterday top
officials would testify under oath that
the department had not conducted a
campaign to discredit Vice President
Spiro T Agnew by leaking information
about the investigation of the vice
president to newsmen.
The department said it would not
contest attempts by Agnew's attorneys
to subpoena department officials to
give sworn depositions about Agnew's
allegations.
In a 17-page brief, department
attorneys objected strongly to
subpoenas issued by Agnew's lawyers
to newsmen who have written stories
based on confidential information.
THE DEPARTMENT called those
subpoenas "fishing expeditions" and

said they should not be condoned.
The department said the charges of
news leaks were "legally irrelevant"
and provided no basis for halting the
investigation as Agnew has demanded.
The department said it did not feel
Agnew's lawyers were justified in
subpoenaing department officials but
said it was willing to make them
available for testimony.
The department has not confirmed
or denied reports that subpoenas were
delivered to certain officials on Friday
and it did not do so in the brief filed
with U.S. District Court Judge Walter
E. Hoffman
HOFFMAN GRANTED Agnew's
lawyers' request for subpoena power to
command testimony from Justice
Department officials and newsmen in a

search for evidence to support the
lawyers' charge that the department
engaged "in a steady campaign of
statements to the press'' in an effort to
prejudice the grand jury investigation
against the vice president.
On that basis and on the contention
that a sitting vice president cannot be
subjected to the judicial process prior
to impeachment, the Agnew counsel
asked Hoffman to suspend the
investigation of bribery and kickback
allegations against the vice president.
The investigations have focused on
Agnew's term as Maryland governor.
Hoffman, of Norfolk. Va. has been
assigned to the case after all federal
judges in Maryland declined to bear it
on the basis of their political and
personal friendship with Agnew

Senior tailback Paul Maes is dumped after brooking the Moans'
career rushing record Saturday MaW* finished the day with HO
yards to set the new mask at 3,741 yards. He also broke his own
record with 31 carries in a tingle gome. For an ins ids leek at MaW
performance and game highlights too page seven.
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epiT8RiaLS
new opportunities
The proposed learning center to be established (or
disadvantage^ students on campus will be a welcome addition.
Administrators got the "all systems go" on the center last
week with an 185,000 grant from the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
The center will provide a number of worthwhile services to
those who take advantage of it.
The number of students participating in educational
development will be increased, educational services will be
expanded and improved and basic skills programs will be
developed.
But most importantly education in career opportunities and
services will be increased. If the center can provide better
learning opportunities for the student and also help the individual
find a good job after graduation, then it will indeed be successful.
The learning center also marks the second milestone passed in
three special programs for students. The first was Upward
Bound, the University's pre-college educational program.
A third proposal, Educational Talent Search, a project aimed
at high school students with college potential, will remain a
proposal until funded by the federal government.
Now that the grant has been received, administrators
responsible for establishing the center should strive to get the
program working with the students as soon as possible.
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the landlord-tenant war
NEW YORK. NY -A landlord is a
man who, wbe/i you call to tell him
about the drunken superintendent or
the strange fungus growing on the
bathroom ceiling, tells you he could
rent your apartment tomorrow for
twice what you are now paying.
And to fine, considerate tenants, he
adds, who wouldn't tax his patience
with their foolish complaints.
"To a family of chimpanzees?" you
wonder Or to a pair of elderly deafmutes with no telephone? Roughly,
that's been the level of dialogue
between tenants and landlords in New
York for the past 25 years. It's a
relationship with too much built-in
inequity ever to be entirely amiable
Each party has spleen to spare.
A tenant, in the eyes of a landlord, is
a thieving gypsy camping out on his
elegant premises with a tribe of
indigent kinfolk whose sole occupation
is defacing the walls and stopping the
plumbing.
FOR CENTURIES, the only escape
from being a put upon, overcharged
tenant was to rise to the status of
homeowner Or. If you possessed the
requisite parsimony, avarice and
general meanness, to buy a multipleunit dwelling and assume the status of
landlord.
Nowadays the road to nomeownership is all but closed by the
inflated cost of real estate and the
usurious interest on mortgage loans.
For millions of tenants particularly
young couples with growing families
this means extra years of tenancy, a
species of indentured servitude that
can only add to the country's
depression.
The crisis in home mortgages has
prompted the chief economist for the
National Assn. of Home Builders to
wring his hands and say. "If something
isn't done quickly, you're going to see a
40 per cent decline in home building,
and that will drag everything else down
with it. It could mean a sizable
recession."
TO BE DOOMED to a life of
tenancy, working to keep the landlord
fat and nasty, is a hard lot. For you
may take it as a rule of life: There are
no benevolent landlords. And in the
endless war between landlord and
tenant, the landlord always wins. Law.
custom, power, cunning and deceit are
all on his side.
The premises may be substandard,
the heat and hot water may be off all
winter, the stairways may be dim and
damp and dangerous, but the courts
will invariably decide in favor of the
landlords.

month or more. Tenant unions and
litigation are the best means of
bringing such landlords to book. City
bousing authorities can also be helpful,
though if one is faced with eviction or
nonfunctiooing plumbing, it's nice to
have a good lawyer.

Or they will impose a penalty so mild
as to be meaningless. When the tenant
makes repairs at his own expense, he
can neither deduct the cost from his
rent nor expect the landlord to
reimburse him. It's a cruel business
but not unusual
IN A SPLENDID new paperback
book. "Landlords and Tenants."
Jerome G. Rose notes that "The
willingness of tenants to submit to
substandard housing conditions and
onerous lease provisions reflects the
individual tenant's limited bargaining
power against the landlord in a market
characterized by a great demand for.
and limited supply of, low-cost
housing."
Venal landlords are not necessarily
slumlords. Some own luxury buildings
whose apartments rent for 11,000 a

Either he knows something the rest
of us are not privy to-and then be is
"leaking" information.
OR HE DOES not nave special
knowledge of the testimony being
given in secret session-in which case
he is relying on vague rumor to launch
a serious accusation. In either case, he
is guilty of the very thing he has been
deploring.
His friends, like Victor Gold, are
leaking reports of White House undid
iveness. or else concocting them out of
their imagination. In a frenzy of
righteous anger. Gold says people
should not accuse his old boss of
wrongdoing and then, in the next
breath, be accuses Messrs. Haig and
Laird of wrongdoing
INDEED, the whole administration
argument about the immorality of
leaked charges has a very poor moral
foundation, based on the government's
own record.
For years the Justice Department
and FBI leaked derogatory material on
organized crime and anti-war protest
Much of this was printed.
Some of it-e.g.. charges against Dr
Martin Luther King and Fr Philip
Berrigan-was not. But neither the
President nor the Vice President
denounced this state of affairs, or
called the offenders (men like Hoover
and Mitchell) to task.
Now we know that Mr Colson
specialised in leaks to the press; that
certain journalists, ranging from those

Garry Wills
ssS Taw
ss\'xr*nrJ

on "Life" to those at the Manchester
"Union Leader," were cultivated for
this purpose; that when material was
not available for leaking, the administration tried to invent it (like the
Diem cable) or steal it Hike the
Ellsberg records).
IT IS UNKNOWN, still, whether the

White House also fabricated the
"Canuck" letter against Muskie. but it
certainly spread-through its agents
the foul sexual allegations about
Democratic candidates in the Florida
primary
A good deal of that busy spying the
White House did at Chappaquiddick
and among Sen. Kennedy's friends had
as its only purpose the discovery of
damaging charges that could be leaked
to the press. Mr. Haldeman was
anxious to "get the story out" of Communist connections with Met;overn
The President himself wrote out the
"line" on John Lindsay that should be
peddled to people through journalists
like Victor Laski and William Buckley.
THEREFORE, much as one must

LANDLORD groups, we read, await
the new court with "cautious
optimism." Tenants, to whom any
tribunal of justice is a godsend, can
now sleep a little snugger.
Despite the millions of our citizens
who live in poverty-or close to itmore than 60 per cent of American
families are homeowners But a high
percentage of those homes are worth
less than 120.000.
There are now 23.000 trailer parks in
this country, with accommodations for
7 million persons The manufacturers
of mobile homes say that their

During this period of the Twentieth
Century, one would be surprised to find
a person who does not know about the
repressive measures which the white
minority governments of Southern
Africa inflict upon the majority of the
proples.
The reference here is being made to
the seperatist governments in Armania
lie. South Africa). Zimbabwe (i.e.
Rhodesia) and namely the "overseas
provinces" of Portugal, Mozambique.
Anglo. Guinea Bissau and the Cape
Verde Islands.
IT IS A sheer fact that racism and
colonialism pervades the population of
Southern Africa. The unique character
of the oppression in this area is worth
re-emphasizing.
Gross inequalities, denial of basic
human rights and racial religious or
ethnic suppression squash our hopes
for peace.
In Southern Africa there is a total
lack of commitment to the principle of
justice and equality of opportunity for
all races and creeds.

The U.S. Government must
recognize the gravity of the situation
there. At this very time there, armed
resistance is taking place and a whole
people are yearning for their sovereign
right and the privilege is their own
because tbey are suffering.
AN ABSORBTION of a few listed
facts below in reference to South
Africa will allow you to comprehend
the inhumane conditions under which
the people live.
-No African lawfully residing in a
town by virtue of a permit, is entitled
to have his wife and children residing
with him.
-An African boy. aged It, who has
left school and lives at home with his
parents but does not work, may be
arrested without warrant by a
policeman who has reason to believe he
is an idle.
-NO AFRICAN is entitled to acquire
land anywhere in South Africa not even
in his own Bantu areas.
-Any African found on any premises
with a iirearm is subject to the offense
of sabotage and liable to the death
penalty.
-The government spends 828 a year
on each African student as opposed to
1319 for white students.

FOR MY part. I live as a vassal in a
luxury slum
My fireplaces are
marble, my plumbing Tinkertoy. The
walls are so thick you can barely hear
a phone ring in the next room. There
are swift-sliding paneled doors; many,
many windows, none of which fit.
As I write, there is the occasional
soft plop of plaster on the red carpet.
The ceiling has been crumbling for
some time now, and the rent has gone
up again. But at least it's an old
building, awash in the shabby elegance
that means more than a switchboard at
the door
WHEN YOU'RE a tenant in New
York, you give up a lot-such as most of
your income-for the little touches of
beauty that feed your inner life.
Cepyrtghl On,
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sympathize with Vice President
Agnew. the latest victim of leaked
charges, it is hard to take seriously the
cries of outrage coming from men who
supported the great White House effort
to smear, discredit, and otherwise
damage anyone on the extensive White
House list of enemies.
Mr. Agnew never showed any compassion for the wild charges leaked
against Fr. Berrigan. or Dr Ellsberg.
or Muskie. or McGovern, or
Humphrey.
IF WE ASK for a higher code of
restraint in his behalf, it is because we
should not sink to the double standard
Mr. Agnew and his associates have
exemplified, all along, on the subject
of human rights and basic fairness.

Let's hear from yew
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial. We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more
than four pages, triplespaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 106 University Hall.

south african racism portrays
lack of justice and equality
lEsttsr's swte: The follewlag letter
was writles by three memberi *f the
Black Africa People » AtiecUt.ee
(BAPAI.)

o

rat nmw.'i'Tsr

agnew uses double standard
on news leak charges
The pressures on the Vice President
are very great, and not entirely fair
Since I live in Baltimore, editors from
three national publications have asked
me to write articles about the charges
being leaked against him. I refused all
three, arguing that he should not be
tried beforehand on the basis of
rumored charges.
It is interesting that all three
magazines agreed with this, and did
not seek another journalist to do the
job. They. too. agreed with Mr
Agnew's complaints about his
treatment
But Mr. Agnew. who resents
unsupported charges against him. is
quick to convict his putative accuserssome of them his old friends-of
perjury

Tenants residing in New York City
may take heart when the first special
housing court opens for business. The
court will sit in all five boroughs,
dealing with the ancient grievances
that have always separated property
owners from the people upon whose
sweat and blood they live.

prodnction increased by 170 per cent
between 19.2 and 1972
For retired couples living on Social
Security, for young folk with a
wanderlust, mobile homes may be
ideal. But in a healthy economy, more
families would be putting down roots,
planting trees, joining a community
Mobile homes may be one of the uglier
symptoms of the national malaise.

-Education is free and compulsory
for whites up to the age of 16. It is
neither free nor compulsory for
Africans or t'oloreds
-The average white income per head
is about (133 a month The average
black income per head is about $9.80
per month.
-AFRICANS, who comprise the
poorest section of the population, are
taxed more heavily than whites.
-The government in South Africa is
restricted to the 17 per cent white
minority who control 86.3 per cent of
the country
The above shows a complete
absence of human dignity and freedom
in defense of minority privileges and
exploitation. The same holds true for
the neighboring areas in Southern
Africa
AS RECENT as Sept. 12. 1973. South
African police killed 12 African miners
and wounded 27 more in an effort to
thrash a labor unrest wbich occured at
a gold mine near CarItonville
It Is the largest number of Africans
shot in cold blood since the Sharpeville
massacre in 1960 when 67 lives were
eliminated.
During the recent disturbance police
also fired tear gas and used clubs
against hundreds of African workers,

who want to obtain some humane
treatment.
There has been international
condemnation of the oppressive
measures and the recent slayings. The
African Liberation Support Committee
(Ohio) has urged its members to act
upon the issue by making the American
people aware of the "benign neglect"
of delicate "American involvement in
racism in Southern Africa "
THIS IS NOT an allegation, it is a
fact that will be stated publicly when
two African students and one West
Indian student lead a discussion on the
above topic.
There are even some companies that
are located in Ohio that have
extensions in South Africa. They will
be outlined at the discussion which
takes place at 108 Hayes Hall tonight at
7 p.m.
WE HAVE A lot of things to reveal to
American people because the situation
is becoming so delicate that another
Vietnam may well arise and it's time
that you people know how it all started
and who is responsible and bow.
Don Viapree
Mannie Tnof four
Kwame Boaben

letters
aid to Israel
In a gesture of solidarity with Israel
and in response to an appeal from the
Northern Ohio Union of Jewish
Students, the BGSU Jewish Students
Group has established an emergency
fund to aid in the purchase of plasma
kits for the Israeli Red Cross.
ANYONE interested in donating
money should call 352-7429 Donations
may also be sent directly to: Israeli
Plasma Kits, c/o NOUJS. 511 East
Main St. Kent. Ohio 44240.
BGSU Jewish Students
Group and People Who Care

on paul miles
The recent BG-Toledo football game
can be noted for many outstanding
features, including the exciting
comeback achieved by our Falcons.
However, the most impressive
occurence of the day was the individual
achievement of Falcon running back
Paul Miles
After only two weeks of attending
Bowling Green, I, as a Freshman, do
not profess to know the ins and outs of
everything going on around me.
One thing I do know is that after
viewing two BG football games I have
seen Paul Miles rack up over 370 yards
rushing and break the BG career
rushing mark.
One thing I do not understand though,
is the fact that no presentation was
made to Paul after he broke this
record College football at BG is a big
time game now and I feel it was very
unimpressive to overlook what could
have been a very exciting ceremony.
How much effort would it have taken
to present Paul Miles with the game
ball after the play on which he broke
the record? All in all I believe
something should have been done for
Paul Miles during the Toledo game.
He has provided many exciting
moments for the fans and the least the
administrative people in our football
program could have done was to
provide an exciting moment for Paul
Miles!
Jeff Acer
156 Kohl
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'Once-in-a-lifetime opportunity'

Center buys out record shop
ByJoo.Gf.tl
Editor

HWWpfcm by tan J.

^MII,

A r«ocd ■>«• in Muriacn Ohio thai hoi IMI in lease
moons an outstanding addition of rxordi to tho

Unusual
purchase

For William Schurk.
director of the Library's
Audio Center, buying an
unusual album (or 49 cents
from a Toledo junkshop is a
bargain.
But buying tbe contents of
an entire record store is
something else He calls it
"a
once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity "
Schurk said be discovered
on Sept. 27 that tbe owners
of a record store in
Springfield (about 30 miles
east of Dayton) were being
forced to give up their slock
due to an expired lease on
the building
SCHURK JUMPED at the
chance to purchase the
records and to increase the
center's present collection.

Library's Audio Canter. William Schurk, director of tho
center, oxominos lomi of tho m.rchondiM ho brought
here last week.

Students purchase lottery tickets
OXFORD. Ohio (AP) The 350 students of Western
College yesterday purchased
1375 worth of New York
state, lottery tickets in hopes
of saving their private institution from merger with
Miami University, a state
school
Jack Booth, professor of
theater,
purchased
760
tickets in New York City for
the Oct.
18 drawing.
Students raised the S375
"I know it's a long shot.''

said Carrie Moustakas. a
sophomore
from
Birmingham. Mich, "but
we hope that if we win SI
million, and with the
publicity, maybe somebody
with f 100 million will donate
the 84 million we need You
know-somebody
who
wouldn't miss it "
Tbe boards of Western, a
121-year-old
independent
which began admitting men
in 1972. and Miami, have
been negotiating the affili-

Placement service schedules
week of meetings for seniors
The Career Planning and Placement Services Office will
conduct meetings this week in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
for all prospective December. March, June and August
graduates
Gerry Richardson, spokesperson lor the office, said the
meetings will introduce seniors to the office. Manuals also
will be distributed and tbe use of credential files will be
discussed, he said
Today's meetings at 11 am. and 4 p.m. are for prospective
December graduates only March. June and August
graduates may attend meetings tomorrow and Thursday at
11a.m. and 4 p in
Seminars to be held Thursday at 4 p.m and Friday at 10
a.m. will offer information on graduate professional
schools
Richardson said he urges all seniors to attend one of the
meetings.

.ii ion agreement since June
A TENTATIVE agree
ment. announced previously,
calls for Miami to take title
to the 206-acre. campus and
buildings. Nov 1 for $3 3
million The amount is
based on Western's indebtedness, a Miami spokes
man said
Western College President
Dr William Spencer said he
believed "we are still in a
period when anything can
happen '' He said it was his
belief that tbe deal would
not be complete until much
later. Both boards must sign
a final agreement, he said
Susan McBride. a senior
from Pittsburgh. Pa., said
the students went into action
following a mass meeting
last Thursday with Spencer
He told them they would
need fc> million to keep open
for two more years.
Spencer said Western's
financial problem is similar
to that of other small
private schools. He said an
enrollment of 750 was
needed as a "break even
point.''
PAST recruitment efforts

did not bring that many
students. "Ironically." said
Spencer,
"since the
announcement
of our
troubles we've had a 25 per
cent increase in enrollment
applications."

He checked with other
Library personnel and was
told he would be permitted
to spend 11.000 from tbe
President's Gift Fund to
purchase the records.
"But we didn't know what
types of records to expect."
he said The contents of the
store were purchased sight
unseen
Last Wednesday, the long
project of traveling to
Springfield and bringing the
records back to Bowling
Green began
Schurk rented a 16-foot
truck, gathered together as
many empty cardboard
boxes he could get his hands
on and left for Springfield
with two assistants
"Once in Springfield, we
walked into the old store to
look over the situation."
Schurk said The record
shop, situated in a fivestory. 75-year-old building,
contained 45s. albums and
old 78s
"WE WERE dumbfounded. " he said "Not only were
there stacks and stacks of

The school is scheduled to
cease operation in June
McBride said the students
decided that the New York
lottery ticket purchase
"would get the most
publicity " She said the
students are determined to
keep their school open and
preserve their unique curriculum. "Freedom With
Responsibility."
"I took 18 months before
deciding Western was the
school for me." said
Moustakas
"I LOVE THIS school.
There is no program like it
in the world It was good for
me.
"I'll fight to stay here."
she said.
Meanwhile, the students
are beginning a canvass of
wealthy persons for gifts of
money. They plan auctions
and band concerts, anything
to raise funds.

pop music records, but jus,
blues, and rhythm and blues
as well."
He said tbe rows of
shelves, about seven feet
high, contained not only old
records, some of which had
been in the building since
the 1930s, but dust, dirt and
even pigeon feathers.
Tbe next step was
organization "There was so
much to be packed in such a
short amount of tune."
Schurk said.
But by the end of the day.
half the contents of the store
remained The first half of
the load was brought back to
Bowling Green that night
TWO DAYS LATER.
Schurk and his assistants
traveled back to Springfield
where the packing and
loading were repeated.
When they returned to
Howling Green Friday night,
every available space in the
Audio Center had been
filled, as well as a vacant
room in the Library
He said the entire moving
process, including driving.

took about 35 hours But tbe
most tune-consuming work
still remains.
Schurk said tbe next step
will be to arrange the
records by label and to sort
out tbe duplicates. After
they have been shelved, they
will be available for
listening
The new collection
contains nostalgic records
and rare works from some
of today's well-known
artists
Among them are:
--An album on the
Dimension label featuring a
song by Carole King,
released around 1963;
-A two-record set on RCA
featuring Howdy Doody's
Christmas Party.
-Harmonica Classics by
John Sebastian, father of the
former lead singer of tbe
Lovin Spoonful
"AT THE MOMENT, it's
difficult, because of tbe size
of the collection, to give a
numerical count or the
amount the records are
worth." be said.

He said all the records are
mint.
They are all
unblemished
recordings,
which will really come in
helpful If someone is
listening to the lyrics or
musical structure," he said.
"Although we are already
nationally recognised, we
hope this (tbe collection)
will even more greatly
enhance our research .
facilities, "be said.
Although the $1,000
bargain
cannot
be
considered a problem.
Schurk said there will be
difficulty finding available
space for the records.
"As of now. the University
Library Space Committee
has proposed to extend the
Audio Center out Into tbe
third floor." he said. "But
because of priorities, other
things have to be done
first."
What does tbe Audio
Center's bead record fanatic
think about his dream come
true?
"It's a happening I can tell
my grandchildren about

newsnotes
Brief filed

WASHINGTON (AP) The Justice
Department planned to deliver to a
federal judge's office in Norfolk. Va..
yesterday papers defending depart
ment officials against Vice President
Spi'o T. Agnew's allegations of news
leaks
US. District Judge Walter E
Hoffman had set yesterday as the
deadline for the Justice Department
to file a response to charges of
Agnew's lawyers
Department
spokesman John
Hushen said the brief would be
delievered to Hoffman's office
though not filed with the court clerk's
office in Baltimore nor made public
until today The clerk's office was
closed yesterday for the Columbus
Day holiday

Contest winner
CLEVELAND (AP) - Frail 11-yearold Amy Burnett of Burton placed
first in the Rainbow Babies &
Childrens Hospital art contest

recently but diun t get to enjoy the
honor long.
She received a $5 gift certificate for
ice cream.
"Hasn't this been an exciting day,"
Amy murmured to her mother She
died five hours later of cystic
fibrosis. which she had suffered since
she was 3.

Lucky baby
AKRON (AP) - A 22-month-old
Akron boy. Timothy Kennedy.
plummeted five stories but
apparently suffered only a bruised
shoulder and scratched neck, his 18year-old mother said yesterday.
"We've known he was lucky since
the day he was born," the mother,
Mary Kennedy, said.
She said she had put him into his
crib for a nap Sunday and "was busy
in the kitchen, and I heard a crowd of
people down below.
Downstairs she found Timiny
crying amidst the crowd.

More time
BALTIMORE (AP) - Attorneys
representing reporters and news
organizations subpoenaed by Vice
President Splro T. Agnew's lawyers
filed a motion in U.S. District Court
here yesterday asking tor more time
to reply.
Tbe motion specifically asks Judge
Walter E. Hoffman to delay until Oct.
18 the deadline for responding to tbe
subpoenas.
The newsmen were originally given
until Thursday to reply. Copies of the
motion were not ■ immediately
available

Sworn in
ATHENS (AP) - A new Greek
government, headed by Premier
Spyros Markezlnis. was sworn in
yesterday to prepare Greece for its
first general elections in 10 years.
The 40-member civilian cabinet
contains 13 technical experts from
tbe outgoing cabinet.
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Oil- Arab wor weapon

Women voters' league
allowing men to join
Men arc eligible to join
the Bowling Green League
of Women Voters, according
to Joyce Kepke. the league'!
president.
But since membership
rules were changed last year
to include men. none have
joined the organization.
"It's partly because ol the
league's history." said
Kepke
The league, founded in
1920. grew out of the
Woman's
Suffrage
Movement. Its main purpose
was to help the newly
enfranchised
woman
execute her vote to the
fullest
Now in its 22nd year, the
league still is looking after
those who just got the right
to vote or who want to use
their vote wisely.
WHEN THE UNIVERSITY'S Office of Voter
Awareness began, the group
served as advisors. "Since
we were aware ol what the
laws were we just provided
tbe information students
needed to know." Kepke
said
The league read through
the petty, detailed voting
regulations and issued
clarifying statements on

registrations, elections and
absentee ballots They also
provided the campus with a
notary service
Even in an off-election
year, activities never let up
for the league. "It really
keeps right on going."
Kepke said. "One year you
are interested in local issues
and the next year you are
back to senators and
congressmen."
The league is a nonprofit,
volunteer and nonpartisan
organization. "We never
support candidates, but we
do support issues," Kepke
said.
THE LEAGUE, operating
on local, state and national
levels, deals with several
issues at a tune After an
issue has been chosen, it
undergoes extensive study
and group discussion. The
league must reach a
consensus and develop a
position statement before
action is taken.
The league's 1972-74
national program includes
environmental
quality,
human
resources,
international relations and
representative governments
The Ohio Constitution,

LONDON (API - Tbe new
war in toe Middle East could
well determine whether oil
is really an important
weapon in the Arab arsenal.
Experts in London agree
that if the weapon is used
the result would likely be oil
shortages in Western
Europe, Japan and to some
degree tbe United Stairs
Higher fuel prices and
perhaps rationing could
result

adult and juvenile justice,
governmental structures
and relationships, voting
rights, environmental
studies, equal rights and
land use head the league's
1973-75 state program.
On the local level, the
group supports Bowling
Green schools by backing
three tax levies. It also has
worked to bring about new
city charters, better health
services and modern sewage
systems.

There are strong
pressures on the Arabs to
tread carefully before
unleashing the oil weapon
By the third day of the war,
there was still no sign of any
plan by the major Middle
East producers to cut off oil
altogether as they did for

Besides taking stands on
issues, the group offers a
voter service
which
provides nonpartisan
information on candidates
and
ballot
issues,
encourages registration and
voting on an informed basis
and sets up meetings for
candidates.
Kepke said the league is
not a bridge playing, coffee
drinking group "The league
doesn't get together to talk
about the children or family
problems It just fulfills its
purpose ol promoting active
and informed participation
of citizens in government,"
she said

"BUYING STEREO
EQUIPMENT SOON?"

three months following the
1967 war.
It remained to be seen
whether some Arab states
may yet decide to cut back
oil supplies in an attempt to
pressure the United States
and others to drop support of
Israel There was much talk
of such a cut-back in Arab
capitals even before the outbreak of hostilities
THE CLEAREST point to
emerge so far was that the
new war probably would
change the politics of oil.
Before the renewed war.
diplomats and oil company
officials in Europe. America
and the Middle East
generally agreed the Arab
oil weapon was a long-term
problem
The danger point was seen

around 1980. when the
United States expects to be
importing more than a
quarter of its oil needs from
the Middle East
Tbe
proportion is much lower
than that now.
Any Arab reduction of oil
supplies would have speeded
the search for oil elsewhere,
and the development of
alternate energy supplies
from coal, nuclear reactors
and other sources. President
Nixon said the Arabs had no
stranglehold on the United
States because of these
alternative energy sources.
However, the supply
situation has changed, since
the United States last year
ceased being self-sufficient
in oil and became a major
importer

Hitler's car may tour for charity
LANCASTER. Pa (API Adolph Hitler's special
touring car was purchased
for 1176.000 yesterday by
two St. Louis nu ,i who said
they planned to use it to
promote Jewish charities
throughout the nation
MawapfcsSS by OorM J. fvtkm
Sue Chapman, senior (Id.), can smile en a dry
afternoon as srw paert upwards through a hole in
the ceiling of an abandoned house in Wood
County. But on a rainy day, her smile might be
dampened by a typical Bowling Green downpour

Robert M Pass, owner of
Passport Classics and Passport Ltd , and Walter Klein,
his insurance man. bought
the car for $1,000 more than
the auction price of the
Bonnie and Clyde'' death
car in July
Pass said they have been
trying to obtain the 1940-41
Mercedes-Benz touring car
for the past 10 years.
Earl Clark, owner of the
Dutch Wonderland Amuse-

Auto Show was a 1964 Lincoln Continental, the last
personal car used by late
President John F Kennedv
It went for $12,500 to Charles
Wood of Lake George. N Y

ment park near here, purchased the car last year in
Phoenix and displayed it at
the park
Also auctioned off at the
Hershey Antique and Classic

Application deadline tomorrow
for Sub-budget Council posts
Application deadline fur positions on Sub-budget Council
has been extended until Opm tomorrow
The council is responsible for allocating the general fee
fund to campus organizations requesting money Their
recommendations must go through the Budget Council ami
the Board of Trustees for final approval
Mark Walker. Student Body Organization iSBO
chairperson of the council screening committee, said the
deadline was extended because he has received only 30
applications Last year. 80 students applied, he said.
Students can obtain applications in the Student Activities
Office. 405 Student Services Bldg
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Do your
Dinner Number
at McDonald's

"THE CAR SMASH"
A SUCCESS

Tues., Oct. 9
7:30
Pink Dogwood Suite
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Dues $5/yr.; $2/qtr.
GAME STARTS TONIGHT

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
NEW OFFICERS "73 & 74"

Don l do dinner with dull, droopy drabnoss
Come to McDonald s and do it right Do a Big
Mac. or a Quarter Pounder [with or with-iut cheese)
Do cheeseburgers and Filet 0 Fish sandwiches Have
world famous trios, sott dr inks, shakes and hot apple
pies lor dessert too
You can always make a big, beautiful production
number out of dinner at McDonald's, and you can do it
fast too. in any number of delightfully delicious ways .
but you'll never pay a tug production price
Dinner at McDonald's Do it.

[McDonald

■

■

1050 S. Main
&
1470 E. Wooster

'•LET'S HAVE A GREAT FALL!!"
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»
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I?. 40
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I Spaghetti Dinner

Consul - Scott Perz
Pro Consul - Dave Calland
Quaestor - Jim Berning
Assist. Quaestor - Craig Allen
Annotator - Gary Johnson
Social - John Antonio
Public Relations - Bruce Bachtel
Tribune - Glenn Jost
Editor - Chuck Kowal
Historian - Bill Myers
Rush - Dave Macaulay
Magister - Carl Hearing
Greek Events - Mike Veres
Athletics - Dave Macaulay
THANKS TO LAST YEAR'S
OFFICERS
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College: protesting out, studying in
By Tetry Rjraa
Preee Writer

IMM

An old image has returned
to the nation's college
campuses this tall Students
are mainly concerned about
grades and jobs, and administrators about maintaining
standards and paying the
bills
Three years into the 1970s,
the flamboyance of the last
decade has been almost
completely shadowed by a
spirit of practicality But it
is not necessarily a throwback to an earlier age
From Boston to Berkeley,
undergraduates are flocking
to courses that look good to
corporate recruiters. Many
are grinding for the grades
that will open the doors of
increasingly selective graduate schools.
Hair is shorter, clothing
dressier and the days of
protests consigned to
memory. Off-campus apartments, pass-fail courses and
out-and-out freakiness have

lost some of their appeal.
Beer bathes, business
careers and backpacks are
in style.
CALL IT realism or call it
copout, but there Is a
widespread feeling that the
campus is not the place to
right the world's wrongs.
The thought was anathema
to activists of recent
vintage
College presidents,
recently wrapped up in
building takeovers, now face
increasingly severe money
problems brought on by
lower enrollments higher
costs and diminished
government and private
support.
Many schools have cut
faculty, dropped courses and
reduced services to make
ends meet.
Associated
Press
reporters went to 20 schools
around the country during
the first weeks of classes
They talked with administrators, drank coffee with

Women's film festival Friday
A women's liberation film festival featuring both
professional and amateur films will be presented Friday at
7p.m in 115 Educ Bldg
The festival, sponsored by an English 200, Women in
Literature class, and an experimental studies class, are
free and open to the public
Susan Cornillon. teaching fellow in English, said the films
"have never before been seen in this part of the country "
She emphasized that many of the films are amateur
efforts at depicting the situation of women in society

faculty members and interviewed students in classrooms, coffee shops, dorms
and libraries. Among other
things, they found
-Security has become a
major problem even at the
most ivory towered
campuses Bicycle thefts
are rampant Rape and the
fear of rape are real
concerns at some schools
-DANCES AND dating
have reappeared as big time
social activities At the University of Kentucky, students gathered for a football
rally complete with bonfire
and cheers. Frisbees. films
and pinb.ilI machines are
prime pastimes.
-Booze is big and drug use
has diminished
Many
students are reaching for a
can of beer instead of a pill
or a joint when it's time to
relax "It's cheaper and it's
legal.' said Tom Helmer. a
student at Bowie State
College near Baltimore
-The self-segregation
blacks imposed on themselves at many schools
appears to be waning
Demands for black-only
dorms are few and all-black
tables in cafeterias are less
frequent
However, the
increasing minority enrollment at large state schools
has generated tension in
some campus towns
Fashions also have
changed Blue jeans remain
standard issue, often

combined with a flannel
shirt and hiking boots. But
knit slacks and a pressed
shirt no longer make a man
an arch conservative Some
women have even been seen
wearing skirts and dresses.
MARIJUANA IS simply a
fact of life at most schools.
It's there, people use it. and
that's that A certain percentage of students continue
to use harder drugs, but
widespread experimenting
has declined Supplies are
tight, quality poor and many
students do believe that LSD
causes birth defects and
speed kills Amphetamines j_^

J & G Pizza & Restaurant
The Best Pizza
& Greek Food In Town:
Open Hours 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri, Sat. til 2:00 a.m.

N*l Issdng cleaner
open 7.30am.to9:00pm
Mon thru Fn

MY CLEANING:

The place to send
out your wash
shirts.

WORLDLY GOODS

OVER 2,000 PAIRS
OF EARRINGS
95c a pair
On T.O.'s Corner

T.O.'S CAMPUS CORNER
Across From Kohl Hall

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

NAPOlfON tO

"Everything For Your
Everyday Needs"
110 E. Napoleon
353-8212

MILK

GREAT ARTISTS
Bruno Rigutto, Pianist
October 12/13/14

Alicia de Larrocha, Pianist

BREAD

"I LIVED 10 minutes
from Kent State and was a
senior in high school when
the shootings happened.''
said Scott Anderson, student
government president at

BRAHMS

S<»rjfe Fournier, .Music Director

Senate to hold hearings
on shie Id law proposals

THERE HAS BEEN an indication,
however, it maybe amended to withhold such
protection in instances where a reporter was
a witness to a murder or other major crimes.

Ambulance services certified
Dr. John W. ('ashman, director of the Ohio Department of Health, announced
yesterday that the Bowling
Green Kire Department
recently was awarded s'ate
Certification ci tiieir
emergency ambulances
system
Ohio's Emergency
Medical Services Coordination Program (EMS)
began a voluntary certification program for
emergency ambulance ser-

vices last spring This was in
accordance with the
National Highway Safety
Act which requires states to
develop laws regulating
emergency ambulance
services.
In order to qualify for this
certification, an Emergency
Ambulance Service must
meet certain EMS requirements set by the Department of Health.
The department's purpose
is to upgrade emergency

ambulance services through
a voluntary certification
program, according to Dr.
('ashman.
Don Coffin. EMS Certification Officer for the Ohio
Department of Health, said
the voluntary certification
program gives ambulance
services throughout Ohio
time to upgrade services
and correct deficiencies so
they comply with national
standards should a law be
passed

Pictures at an Exhibition

WEBER

December 7/8/9

Oberon Overture

Jean-Pierre Rampal, Flutist

CHOPIN

January 11/12

Piano Concerto No. 2

Celebration Concert

MAHLER

February 8/9'10

Symphony No 5

Yehudi Menuhin, Violinist

BEETHOVEN

March 15/16

Symphony No 2

Jorge Bolet, Pianist

MENDELSSOHN

April 12/13

Violin Concerto

All-Strauss Concert

(f|) "Vassarette
>..
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STRAUSS

"SUNDAYS AT 3"

Also Sprach 2arathustra

Four Sunday afternoon concerts, with commentary by Maestro
Fournier and Or Boris Nelson will be performed at the Peristyle
on Oct. 14. Dec. 9. Feb 10 and May 12

r-

JUNIOR NIGHTDRESSING

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS ALL 8 Concerts for '12.00
(ADULT TICKETS $16 $40)

'BACK TALK'

OR FOUR "SUNDAYS AT 3" for '4.00
Njme_

A llower chain ol imported
lace outlines a long
sweep ol Antron" III nylon
tricot ol DuPont's anti
static fiber

School.

Address-

City.

.Zip.

Phone _
Enclosed is %.

Ohio now has a law protecting newsmen
from revealing their sources but Gillmor
said it doesn't go far enough in view of U.S.
Supreme Court decisions on similar laws
elsewhere
Another shield proposal to be aired is in the
form of a constitutional amendment that
would go into effect only if voters approved.
Most legislators, including the main
sponsor. Sen. Harry Meshel (D-33
Youngstownl. have recently agreed that it
probably would not be the best approach. The
House recently rejected a similar proposal.
Both probate court reform measures are
aimed at simplifying procedures dealing
with estates, eliminating a lot of the
necessary legal action and expenses required
when a husband or wife dies without a will.

MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL

Subscription Series 1973/74

Janos Starker, Cellist

I
I
I

ment is down in social
sciences, education and Che
humanities, all job-short
fields
Business administration departments,
shunned in the age of commitment, have returned to
favor Louisiana State University reported an increase
from 350 to 600 students in
its law enforcement major.
WITH BUSINESS careers
coming back into vogue,
many companies that
curtailed recruiting during
the protest era are returning
to campus to recruit Iresh
fodder for the management
training mill Corporate recruiters already have
scheduled 23S recruiting
days at the University of
Arizona, up from 211 in all of
last year.
Medical and law schools
are the new mecca of
academia. Even secondrank professional schools
have been inundated with
literally scores of applicants
for every available space,
and still they come
"We held an evening
meeting for potential premed students where we
expected SO to 100 people."
said Stephen J Trachtenberg. a Boston University
dean. "About 400 showed
up."

Symphony No. 1

November 16/17

May 10/11/12

BEER

GREAT MUSIC

Toledo Symphony
Orchestra

grade school during the civil
rights movement and passed
through high school during
the headline days of student
activism Most participated
only via television, but they
did react to those events

COLUMBUS (API - The Senate Judiciary
Committee will hold hearings in Cleveland
today on shield law' proposals protecting
newsmen and on probate court reforms bills
The hearings will gel under way at 9 30
am in the board of education building, the
loniiiiitlee chairman. Sen Paul E. Uillmor
IK-2 Port Clinton I said.
The shield law bill would strengthen Ohio's
present law protecting newsmen It would
expand the protection to keep reporters from
revealing their sources or turning over notes
or photos in court actions

\^lT^Ty BOWl INO ORBBN, OHIO

440 E. COURT ST. - RIGHT ACROSS
FROM THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.
FOR CARRY OUT — 353-8563

in by 10:00 A.M.
out by 4:00 P.M

speed " - is popular at exam
tune, (or academic reasons
Alcohol has been restored
to primacy Beer is a daily
staple, by the keg. the sixpack, or the stein Oncampus bars have proliferated as slates lower the
legal drinking age
Bourbon, vodka and flavored wines have their adherents, but tequila has
emerged as the new campus
drink "We can't keep it on
the shelves. ' said a clerk in
the Harvard l*rovision l'o.. a
dispensary near the Cambridge campus
The present campus
generation toddled off to

Miami University
"That changed my mind
about a lot of things Kids
are tired of beating their
heads against the wall
"We want to do our thing,
get our degrees and get the
hell out of here.''
Such practical goals as
jobs and careers have replaced Utopian ideals as the
major pursuits of most
students
Grades-good
grades-are the key.
"GOOD GRADES help
you get a good job It gives
you a foot in the door.'' said
Robert Anderson, a student
at Drake University in Iowa.
Reacting to the academic
leniency of recent years,
professors are making those
good grades harder to get
Students report tougher
assignments and tougher
grading, and they are
apparently right
"The thrust of academic
standards
committees
recently was to find new
ways to give a student a
good grade We went to all
sorts of extremes." said
Linton Thorn, a professor
and special assistant to the
president at Hofstra University on Long Island. NY
"Prom what I've seen, it's
going the other way now ."
Across the country, enroll-

for.
. student tickets
(Pnce also applies 10 ticket purchased for student's spouse.)
D Friday night at Masonic Auditorium w, $12 00 D Saturday night ot Museum Peristyle a, $12.00

Sunday afternoon at Museum Peristyle @ $4.00
for four concerts.
(Pitas* check one)
Make checks payable to: TOLEDO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, One Stranahan Square
Toledo. Ohio 43604, Phone: 248-6474

i***~*

* Gown buttons at
shoulder; sell-labric
piping ties at back
• Unique pinafore back,
elaslicired al waist

colons

wnh While Lace
At toned (AST)

Site Sowde* Stiff
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SBO sets Dimey Day'
to raise charity funds
The Student Body Organisation (SBO) ii doing
everything It can to raiae
money for the Crusade of
Mercy drive. Dennis Grady,
SBO coordinator of itate and
community affairs, said
yesterday.
The Interfraternity

Council and the Panhellenic
Council are distributing
pledge cards to each
fraternity and sorority
requesting a donation of 825
each. Grady said.
"We (SBO) are contacting
all services organizations
with monev in their budgets

Youths plead innocent
HOUSTON (API-The two
youths accused in the
Houston sex mass murders
pleaded innocent yesterday
to the charges and were
bound over for trials early
next year.
Elmer Wayne Henley. 17.
and David Brooks. 18.
entered the pleas at their
arraignments
before
District Court Judge
William Hatten.
Hatten set trial dates of
Jan. 14 for Henley and
March 4 for Brooks They

were arraigned separately
in the courtroom heavily
guarded by deputy sheriffs.
Henley is charged with six
counts of murder and
Brooks with four in the
homosexual mass murders
of 27 teen-aged males over
(he last several years in the
Houston
area.
Both
answered "not guilty" as
(he judge read each of the
indictments to them. The
pleas were the only words
the defendants spoke

WORLDLY GOODS
90) HAST WOOBTBR ST.
BOWLINO OWN, OHM

to ask for a donation for the
drive." be said.
When the SBO sponsors
"Historical Dimey Day" in
the Cardinal Room. Union.
some of the proceeds will be
given to the Crusade of
Mercy, Grady said. "Dimey
Day" will be held from 2-5
p.m. on Oct. 1».
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"Last year we sold beer
for a dime a glass. This year
we will be selling it for 15
cents with the extra nickel
going to the drive."

nnnrt

By David Faaaray
The James Gang was
never a very hard-driving
band. Their sound was
usually laid back, with just
enough funk to make it light
and bouncy.
The James Gang doesn't

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES It WAFFLES
Open Taes. thru Sat.
7:30-1
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00

Presents

3 for 1
on Wednesday
3 for 1 and 2 for 1
on Thursday

f«—wr»d

Walsh, Barnstorm 'restrained'

- FEATURING -

Canterbury Inn

obe

reatners tttcn.

"We sold over a 1,000
glasses last year, and this
year we are hoping to do
even better," Grady said.
SBO also has canisters
placed around campus "so
students can make donations
of their pizza money" to the
campaign, Grady said.
Anyone wishing to make a
contribution of over f 10 can
contact the SBO office. 414
Student Services Bldg.
Grady said that even
though the campaign
officially ends Oct. 24.
contributions will be
accepted after that date

Smoking Accessories
Closest Head Shop to Campus

y*e* Satweaay
in
Andarton

112 EAST WOOSTKR
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

really eiisi any more, of
course. Joe Walsh, the
guitarist and vocalist who
defined the band's identity,
joined that happy-go-lucky
fraternity of musicians who
have found peace in the
mountains and burdened the
listening public
with
unlimited variations of the
insipid play on words, "high
in the Rocky Mountains ''
While up in the mountains.
Walsh put together a new
band called "Barnstorm."
Last Saturday evening, be
brought this ensemble to
Anderson Arena for Bowling
Green's first major concert
of the year.
WALSH HASN'T changed
much since his days with the
James Gang. He still is an
impressive musician. The
Who's Peter Townsend once
called Walsh America's best
guitarist. Seeing Walsh
Saturday. I couldn't help but
agree with Townsend-to a
point.
As he did when he was

with The James Gang,
Walsh. Saturday, played a
superbly controlled guitar.
His style was restrained and
economic. I don't believe I
heard one extraneous note
the whole evening
All of Walsh's guitar lines
were melodic, fluid and
hauntingly like the human
voice. Even his use of such
electronic devices as
echoplex and wah-wah
embellished their plaintive
human quality.
This is an ability that I
have seen in few guitarists
Most seem to think that fire
and speed are the ultimate
demonstrations of skill on
the instrument
Although I think such an
attitude is nonsense. I do
feel that a good- rock
guitarist should show some
ability to really kick out. It
is here only that I was
disappointed
in
Walsh's
playing
He played with laid-back
reserve the entire evening

The closest he ever came to
letting loose was on the
band's two encore numbers.
"Rock Me" and "Funk 40,"
and neither of these showed
a tremendous amount of
energy
BARNSTORM ITSELF
was a simple reflection of
its leader I felt that the
band was there solely to
provide a background for
Walsh's guitar. Thus, it
seemed to play with the
same restraint that Walsh
displayed.
Musical interplay was
kept to a minimum, and the
organ, piano, bass and
drums just provided a tight,
solid foundation on which
Walsh danced with his
guitar lines.
Although this arrangement provided some fine
music, I could not help but
compare it negatively with
The James Gang Such comparison
was especially

drawn on Barnstorm s
renditions of standard
James Gang material such
as "Tend My Garden."
WALSH'S TALENT.
however, is unquestionable
His ability alone made
Barnstorm
thoroughly
enjoyable,
if
not
particularly inspiring
The concert opened with
what seemed to me to be an
interminable set by a band
called Featherstitch. It
displayed the uncanny
ability to synthesize early
Uriah Heep. and late Jethro
Tull into original material
that went nowhere
However, the band's
drummer was excellent. I
also felt the band showed
strength and ability as its
musicians played together
tightly.
Featherstitch might have
some potential if it finds a
way to substitute true
inventiveness for pretense

Where's the puzzle?

Tuba concert to feature sonata

Plus Live Band
HAPPY HOURS FRI. 2-6

Ivan Hammond, assistant
professor of performance
studies and tubist at the University School of Music, will
present a concert at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the Recital
Hall, School of Music Bldg
Hammond will be joined
in the program by music
faculty members Virginia
Starr, soprano. Robert

Friday and Saturday
Entertainment Nightly

Moore, bassoon; Richard
Ciollai i. piano; and Mary
Woehr. junior (Mus.). a performance studies major
Included in the concert
will be Mozart's Sonata.
K.V. 292. Quinte Bicinie. and
Three Songs, both by Rodger
Vaughan.
The concert is free and
open to the public.

Just in case you're wondering, we haven't given up
printing crossword puzzles in the News We're just
out of them
General Features Corp.. the syndicate that sends us
the puzzles, somehow dropped the News from last
week's mailing list
But have faith At this very moment tbey are
speeding their way to us through the U.S. Postal
Service, and barring more than usual delays, they
should be here shortly

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

HEY I1 CAN
see SOME
Hixees DOWN
IHEXEI I'M

-Vi, I

SAVED!

DELTA SIGMA PI
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION FRATERNITY

INFORMATION RUSH
MEETING
Tuesday, October 9
7:30
106 BUSINESS BLDG.
ALL BUSINESS MAJORS INVITED

have a crush on us.
6 PACK
OF CRUSH
THAT'S H6KT.' wf\l«<«£Y»tlfc-l»or cans OF
ORANGE, GRATE OR M RAWBERHr CRUSH
Mimii of ASf.io

PIZZA

Of - H m»*s <* *o*s)
To Y0vR POOR c* IMTH* none.
.SoRRY, WE CANT MIX Vj M/»TcM Par fiAVOJS.
COUPONS PO NOT Am.Y.

PflSLJAlS
FR££ Dtlivervr - ?M.S52-7S7I

IOo«i S. rAAiH

MORTON THE WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER 515 Conneaut

CAMI'1'SCAI.ENIMK
Tuesday. Ocl 9. 1973
TV Mythopoeic Society will meet tonight al 7 30 in
University Lutheran Chapel in the library Free and
open to the public We will be discussing the "Crystal
Cave" by Mary Stewart
The Stock Market Club will meet tonnlght at 7 30 in
the Pink Dogwood Koorn of the Union Meetings will
be every other Tuesday starting Oct 9 for the (irst
Quarter.
Bridge lessons lor non-students begin tonight at 7 30
in the Wayne Room of the Union Sponsored by the
Union Activities.
LOST AND FOUND
Call 6744*49 after 4pm
Lost black male puppy
tan face, answers to Rulus. Call 352-74*8. ask for
Wendy

TONITI 5P.M.-MIDNITE

WITH THE

~<m»- CLaSSIFIED ~ae*c~

HELP WANTED
Jill Pizza needs delivery boys_S»««___
Babysitter One afternoon i which varies I per
week. 2 304 00 Should
have own transportation
352-3581 or 2-2431
Waitress needed Brynwyck Country Club. Mau
mee. Ohio Phone 565
3301.

CALL CHR1STLINE 352
0379 anv hour, any day
We can help.
SPANISH TUTOR Ex
perienced services 3525813 evenings
Furs and dated clothes
1920s. 30's. 40s Depression prices Thrill
Shop Inc 631 Crissv Rd
Holland. Oh 8*5 2300

Share country borne with
3 F students, own room
IS minutes from B.G.
865 mo Phone 832-4447

Need a band" I handle all
types. Rock, Soul.
Dance. Combos. All area
bands, all prices Groups
available lor Homecoming. Call Chris 3526831 mornings.

1 male roommate for 2
man apt Campus Manor
Call 352-7742

DAY CARE FOR YOUR
CHILD 2-* 150* E. Wooster Ph 354-7921

1 male -roommate, own
room Call Jim 352-83*9

Free, beautdul Russian
blue cat. 9 months,
spayed, all shots Female, food and box included. Call Vikki-352-

WANTED

1 male roommate (or
apt. For info call 3528054
One man to fill (our man
apt Cherry Hill Village
No 38. 38*8801

Hostess 9-2 Tues thru
Fri. 3524332

SERVICES OFFERED

Auto repair-Virtually
anything done Reasonable rates Call 354-S893
Us or BUI

Organist A a choir director. Send resume to: St
Marks Lutheran. B.G
c. o Harold Obcrhaus

Like Sailing1 Charter a
22 footer 110 00 person or
(40.00 a dav 352-7387 or
507 Ed Bldg

PKIUONAU
Sign up (or sorority Fall
Rush until Oct 12 in 440
Student Services

Waitresses wanted for
groovy new nightclub

CUSTOM WEDDING
RINGS by PHILIP

IN
MEMORIAM
HAROLD OF ENG-

LAND KILLED IN ACTION DEFENDING HIS
COUNTRY FROM THE
INVADER.
14th
OCTOBER 1066
Two B G students have
already visited England
to intern in open classrooms We are inviting
inquiries (rom a thud
and tourth (or winter and
spring quarters. Accommodation is pre-arranged
and is reasonable It
credit hrs may be
earned Please phone us
at Experimental Studies.
2225*. or call in at 540-1
Education Bldg
Congrats LuAnn on
making the Held hockey
team L fc L ADPis

Mobile borne with shed
Excellent condition Best
offer Call 354-3901
71 Fiat 850 Spider-only
18,000 miles New exhaust system 25 mpg in
town 81800 353-9221
after 5:00
Guitar-Epipbooe. 3 mos
old 890 372 1584 Dave
67 GMC window van Call
352-0848 after 6 pm
Full set of NW golf clubs,
bag. cart. Panasonic casette tape player/ rec . «
tapes 888-4133.
Yashica Electro 35 camera w.case Garrard
turntable w dust cover
353-3271

Black Oak Arkansas and
Brownsville Station.
Fri.. Oct 19 at the
Toledo Sports Arena
Tickets 84.50 in advance
at Finders Records

BxW TV stand Good
condition 352-5*85 after
5:00

ADPi Congrats D.J .
D.E CCA, ores.73-74.

72 Vega Hatchback
Excel cond 81880 or best
offer Ph 352-8844

Must have been a great
summer (or Gamma
Phi's* Congrats on your
engagements:
Pat
Keckley. Sue Spillman.
Nancy Shugors. and Sally
Dickinson'
VonrStsttrs.
The Baby Owls are glad
to be back, but we want
to go neophyte!

FOR SALE

(2 Chevy Pick-up A
Camper 8400 352-4325

58 Chevy. Best offer by
Oct 11th Even 352-0414
Peatax HI 38mm Sir
Camera Hard leather
case, GE exposure
meter UV (liter. Croasscreen Idler 37*28*1
Mr Fanley
Sony TC-J55 tape deck
SL 65 Garrard turntable
Both 8185. Gary 3524*48

Tueedey, October 9, 1973, Th. BO News/Pave 7

Second-half surge tops Toledo, 49-35
ByJackOBreia
Execatrve Spans Editar
Aided by a second half
surge. Bowling Green
moved a step closer in its
bU for the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) football
championship with a 49-35
victory over Toledo last
Saturday.
A crowd of 22.684 fans at
Doyt L. Perry Field saw the
undefeated Falcons enact a
first half comedy of errors
show. BG lost three
fumbles, had two panes
intercepted and a punt
blocked before Intermission
As a result, the Falcons
trailed 38-17 at half tune
I'll tell you this, we

never Ulked about lacing at
halltime." said Falcon
roach Don Nehlen 'And I
really mean this. I never
once thought we'd lose
today Losing never entered
my mind."
The second half was a
different story as the
Falcons capitalized on
Toledo's mistakes and outscored the Rockets. 31-0
"We simply blew em off
the field in the second half.
Nehlen said Oh sure, their
mistakes helped us but ours
helped them in the first hall
ate."
BG'S DEFENSE suffered
a major setback in the early
going when linebacker John

Villapiano. the team's
leading tackier, left the
game midway in the first
, quarter with an injured right
knee. He did not return to
the game
Villapiano has strained
ligaments in his right knee.
and as of yesterday was
listed as a doubtful starter
for Saturday's game against
Kent.
Paul Miles became BG's
all-time leading rusher on
his first carry of the
afternoon Miles went off
left Uckle for a four-yard
gain to surpass Fred Durig's
career rushing mark of 2,564
yards The Falcons' senior
tailback finished the afternoon with 180 vards in 38

carries. He also caught two
passes for 31 yards and
scored two touchdowns.
The BG tailback now on
the season, after four
games, has 432 yards.
halfway to becoming the
first player in Falcon
football history to crack the
1000-yard a season record
for three straight years.
Only two other players in
modern major college
(ootball have turned the
illustrous trick.
Falcon quarterback Reid
Lamport completed 11 of II
passes for 212 yards and
three touchdowns
The
_
^d*_| ^f-v

. •

Rockets' Gene Swick
completed 18 of 32 tosses for
238 yards and two touch
downs
Swick. the nation's leading
total offensive player with
an average of 278 yards per
game, added 22 yards
rushing for a total offensive
performance of 260 yards for
the afternoon
BG's split-end Hal
Thomas had his best game
as a college receiver,
catching five passes for 103
yards and scoring two touch
downs

ulist Don Taylor converted
(our of five extra point conversions, including one from
35-yards away Taylor also
added a 22-yard field goal.
——^————
JUtAf
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FALCON KICKING spec
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BG (4-«t
Kent (3-1)
Toledo(2-2)
4
u''T" tV,
Western 3-2)
Ohio. 1-2)
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2-0
1-1
t°,
0-2
0-2

Tony Bell led the BG
defense in tackles with IS
Jim Reynolds, substituting
for Villapiano. followed with
14 tackles Toledo's Ed Scott
was the game's leading
tackier with 26. including 17
solo tackles
"We didn't execute as well
we wanted ^ count
Both teams were guilty of
that.' said Toledo coach
Jack Murphy "We had the
breaks in the first half and
they (the Falcons I had them
" the second They sure d,d
a good job with the breaks

The Falcons outgained the
KockeU in total yards 473 to
374 BG ground out Ml net
yards rushing with fullback
Phil Polak gaining 71 yards
in IS carries Toledo had 138
net yards rushing with
sophomore tailback Herman
Pric accounting (or ■ of
them

M

OSHC'

The biggest Mid
American Conference battle
to date will take place this
weekend at Kent State
when the drfonriin.
champion, host the bells,
Green Falcon, currents
undefeated on the season
|

•

Kenny Wlute

Record receives little reaction
There's an old cliche that
goes something like
this...'• It came and it went."
Never did a prophecy have
nore meaning than after the
Falcons' exciting 49-35
matinee come-from-behind
win over arch-rival Toledo
University-step four in
BG's quest for the Mid
American Conference
(MAO championship.
What came and went
seemed to elude clearly a
large portion of the 22.684
patrons who got their
money's worth and plus
some during an afternoon
dedicated to our country and
the reunion of the 1948
undefeated Falcon football
team.
The "it" that I'm referring to is the career rushing
mark BG tailback Paul
Miles broke on his first run
from scrimmage as he
topped the echelon of past
great Falcon runners.
But the strange thing
about the breaking the
record was as cleai as the
jets that soared over Perry
Field during the playing of
the National Anthem...It
came and it went

"They do not lovt
that do not show their love."
William Shekripeare

Choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

6

Big Sis
Little Sis

SKATING PARTY

MILES was credited with
tour yards after running an
off tackle play which gave
hun 2.565 yards, breaking
the 2.564-yard mark held by
Kred Durig for the past 22
years
The only semblance of
recognition granted the feat
was an announcement over
the PA system with the
game still in progress and
the Ka Icons driving for a
first down
What surprised a lot of
people was the fact there
was no other form of
recognition for a player who
has been giving his all for
two years and who in
probably off to one of the
best starts in his collegiate
career
After four games this
year. Miles has rushed for
532 yards, a lofty 133 yards a
game average He has six
games left and is well on his
way to joining the exclusive
1.000-yard club for the third
straight year.
But what significance do
statistics really play, to say
the least for cherished
records?
Maybe fans in the stadium

did not realize they were
sitting in on history. The
thought may have dawned
on them after the
excitement of the comeback
finally registered on the
scoreboard
I PERSONALLY was
looking for a big production
of some kind after Miles
broke the record. A pause in
the action for the presentation of the ball to
Miles a ten minute standing ovation the works
And it was a little disappointing to see the lack of
attention and appreciation
forwarded Miles for. breaking a record which may
stand under his name for 22
years or more
If my memory serves me
correctly, there was a lot of
attention given Dave Wottle
after he won a gold medal at
the I'.'i'".' summer Olympics
which he justly deserved for
his tremendous efforts on
the track at Munich and here
at BG as well.
DURING the halftime of
last year's Kent State game
Wottle and Gerald Tinker

were honored as recipients
of the treasured hardware
Now to make a point
clear. I'm not taking
anything away from Wottle
because he is one of Ule University's most outstanding
athlete But both Wottle and
Miles have broken school
records and will be remembered for their aUiletic
ability
This is why there should
have been a little more
pomp and circumstance for
Miles after he broke the
rushing mark.
Ah. those cherished
records who's owners are
legends in their own time.
Their marks are not easily
erased from the minds of
their followers who do not
want to see a hero's accomplishment take a step down
the ladder of excellence.
But there is one thing
about records that will
always be in the world of
sports until infinity. They
are made to be broken and
can make a player great,
good or even mediocre.
PLUS, records always will
be vulnerable because it's

the goal of a rookie or the initiative of a veteran to be as
good and even better as tie
man before him. And let's
face it. those records are the
symbol of achievement.
Paul Miles has achieved
many goals in his three-year
stint as a Falcon. His team
mates, coaches and associates know how hard he has
worked to capture the
Cadillac'' of BG football
records.
All the hard work did net
go completely unnoticed
however, as there was a
handful of fans who did
stand to give Miles a very
appreciative standing
ovation before the next play
was run.
The sports staff of the BG
News would like to take
time out and salute you Paul
Miles on your achievement
of becoming BG's greatest
rusher.
Although the tribute may
not hold as much weight as
some of the more prominent
awards, it's our way of
saluting a truly great
athlete
—**•

e/V pocket picture is
something to write home about

Wed., Oct. 10
9:30-11:30 P.M.
jetfSk

Pine's Roller Rink

LaHaNTV^H HVl^aa.

338 S. Main

Keepsake'

50' Skate Rental

— Get Psyched —

n I OlITt ft C O awL DIAMOND RINGS

CHERRY HILL

€ven on the backet

(MANAGEMENT BY OWNERS)

.tfL&t
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T-M Res AH Pond Co.

• Two bedrooms complete furnished
opt.

C^Ls ^Mc- <5n»-»_

• Patio Areas With Gas Grills
• Fantastic Party House (Pool table. Pinbaii
mach., Fireplace, Color TV, Kitchen Facilities)
•

Indoor Pool (locker rooms)

• Gas Hooting * Air Conditioning
• Utilities Paid, except electricity

FALL ON A 4 PERSON RENTAL BASIS
12or9mo.Lease
Married Couple

/fJ*>

$65.00 per person
$195.00 per mo

RENTAL AGENT ON DUTY
HOW TO MAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 30 as, booklet, "Plannine Your Enlistment ind Wedding" pint
lull color folder end *4 pi Brioe't Book gilt offer Mil for only 21*.
, , ,

SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5-SHERW00D
HOURS 10-6 MON.-FRI.
SAT 11-5

Of,SlataKBEFSAIX DIAMOND SINGS. SOX *>, SY»ACUSE. N. Y. 1)101

853 Napolean Rd.
Phone 352-6248

hi" m •-*■■■«■ $23

Would you believe n pit lure this tjuj ionics Irom a little
Kodak pocket Instomatic comera'' II does Incoloi loo1
And the pictures only hull' \ ii lurn il iver. address it,
put on an 81 stamp or id
>t a postcard llsiust
the thing lor people with u whole lot oi letters to write
because you don't hove to wr rli o whole

bi on a postcard i lie pic lure soys ii all JCodak pocket Snstamatic cameras.
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Rose sparks playoff brawl
NEW YORK (AP) - A itlent Pete Rose Milked in the
trainers
room and an
outspoken Sparky Anderson
talked B feet away In his
office after a chaotic, fist
fight-filled National League
Playoff game between the
Cincinnati Reds and New
York Mets yesterday.

Rose, whose fight with
New York shortstop Bud
Harrelson sparked a
wholesale brawl between
the teams, hid from
newsmen In the Cincinnati
clubhouse after the Mets M
victory.
"PETE'S not proud of the
fight,"
said Cincinnati

catcher Johnny Bench.
"He's never backed down
from anything in his life, but
I guess he feels the less said,
the better."
Anderson was not so reserved.
He talked- and
talked plenty-abont toe
incidents that followed the
free-for-all near second base

after Row tried to break up
a doable play with a hard
slide.
"There's nothing to talk
a bout aa far as the fight was
concerned. It was just one of
those things," said a grim
Anderson, the Reds'
manager. "Let's not talk
about the players-let's talk

about the fans."

ANDBMON referred to
some debris-throwing
people In left field, who
showered Rose when be took
bis position in the sixth
inning directly after the
brawl.
Several
objects-beer

BG defense sparkles in 2-0 win
By Jim Maagene
Assistant Sports Editor
The red-hot Falcon
booters continued their winning ways Friday as they
pounded out a 2-0 win over
Miami.
The undefeated Falcons
may have been a bit surprised by the poise of the
young Redskin team. While

Miami did not run all over
BG, they weren't totally outclassed either.
BG's head coach Mickey
Cochrane called the Redskins "the best Miami team
we've ever played."
The Falcons had a little
trouble getting untracked
offensively. BG picked up its
first goal late in the first
half on a right side pass

from forward Tim Davis to
Warren Heede. In second
half action Davis again
assisted on the goal, this
time booted in by Jan
Fedorcak
Cochrane wasn't happy
with the team's lack of
offensive punch. "We've got
to go with a different type
offense, instead of going
straight up the middle."

Senior goalie Gary Palmisano, who garnered nil
first shutout of the year,
credited the win with good
defense.
Of the first three games
the Falcons have played,
they have avenged only their
regular season loss of last
year (Kent) and one of the
ties (Miami).
With over 200 onlookers.
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The BG NeWr«

Tri-coptain Warren Heads gots a well-cleservad
drink of water after scaring BG's first goal in

*»

Saturday's 2-0 soccer win ever Miami.
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Tuesday. October 9, 1973

Falcon harriers second in OU meet
DuGarfleld
Assistant Sports Editor
Craig Macdonald, Bowling
Green's All-American crosscountry runner, won his first
race of the season, taking
the six mile Ohio University
Invitational Saturday, at the
Athens Country Club course
Winning the six-mile event
in 28:46, eleven seconds
ahead of his nearest competitor, Mike Irmen of Kent
State. Macdonald showed a
preview form of what to
expert next month when OU
boats the Mid-American
Conference
(MAC)
championships on the same
course.

17-34. and Kent, 23-32
However,
the Falcon
slriders were dumped. 21-34.
by the Skins
"We stayed together lor
about half of the race." said
coach Mel Brodt, "but we
broke up after that point in
the race."
Besides Macdonald. this
week on coach Brodta
improvement list includes
freshman Mike Ruffatto.
who could be the future
Wottle, Sink or Macdonald
In addition to Ruffatto,
Brodt saw improvement in

Basketball
There will be an
organizational meeting
for all freshman wanting to tryout for freshman basketball in Memorial Hall Thursday at 7
p.m. Tryouts are slated
for Monday. Oct. 15.

RESEARCH
Thousands ol Topics
$2 75 per page
Send lor your up to dale. 160 page,
mail ordn catalog inclose 1)00
to cover postage 'delwrii time is
I to ? daysi
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC
11941 WIISHIRE BIV0 Suit! «2
lOSMCtlty I'Alil "»i."i

This weekend, the Falcon
harriers put their three
straight Notre Dame
Invitational crowns on the
line against MAC-powers
Ball State and Eastern
Michigan, along with Big
Ten power Wisconsin.
BG's success at the ND
Invite can be attributed to
the course which is flat,

comparable to the Falcon
home course...the BGSU
Golf Course
Only the course will be
BG's advantage, as the opposition will make obtaining
their fourth straight title
seem slim.
Macdonald. fifth in last
year's Irish run. will be one
of the favorites, along with
Eastern's Gordon Minty
At the same time as the
Notre Dame Invitational.
BG will be head to head with

Central Michigan. TV two
squads will be paired in a
dual meet. This will be the
Falcons final dual meet of
the season
Standing 3-4 on the year, if
the Falcon harriers should
lose to the Chippewas, coach
Brodt will have suffered his
first losing season since 1960
when he arrived here from
the high school ranks in
Cleveland But CMl) is no
threat, and a victory is
assured.

"Drivers now being hired to meet increasing
delivery requirements. Wages plus commission.
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m
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As a team, BG took a
backseat to defending MAC
champion Miami The redskins ran away with the
meet, taking third, fourth,
fifth, sixth and eighth places
to win the southern Ohio
showdown.
The BG runners upped
their record to 3-4 with a
pair of victories over Ohio,

Bruce Vermilyea and threeyear
veteran
Rick
Schnittker

ft

Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza

Bee Gee Health Spa

BROWNSVILLE
STATION
FRJOAY. OCT. 19, 8 P.M.
TOLEDO SPORTS MEJU
TICKETS 14 50 ADVANCE
$5 50 DAY OF SHOW

AVAILABLE AT FINDERS
RECORDS IN BG, SPORTS
ARENA, CENTRAL TRAVEL 1
TICKET, MASONIC AUD„
REVELATIONS, HEADQUARTERS AND SEARS (WOOD
VILLE MALL).

y

(7I3H77 8474 oi 4/7'•W

Mastercharge

BankAmcticflrd

Lounge, many Other Extras

Ladies Hours
Mon ,Wed., Fn.9rm 9pm
Tues . Thurt. Sat 8 30 a.m. 11:30am
Corner Seventh ft High Sts.

RELAX

SUPPORT
YOUR LOCAL

CAT\ DOG
HOUSE
-BUYAP/ZZA-

ON OCTOBER 9, % OF ALL SALES AT

<JL~t sane do's

rh

WILL BE DONATED TO Tfil

CALL 352"5I66 F0R FAST ^LIVCRY

BGSU student tickets for basketball and hockey will go on sale Wednesday morning, Oct
10, at 9i00 am in the Memorial Hall Ticket Office. Student ticket availabilities and information for each sport are as follows:

Local Financing

Indoor Pool. Metos Sauna, Hydro Spa Whirlpool,

SAUNA

OAKLAND (AP) - A postseason weather jinx hit the
Oakland Athletics again
yesterday when Joe Cronin
postponed the third game of
their American League playoffs against the Baltimore
Orioles because of rain-and
It made A's owner Charles
O. Finley angry

STUDENT BASKETBALL/HOCKEY
TICKET INFORMATION

It's more fun
because at ours
we have
Coed Hours

AND

The Falcons lay their J-0
record on the line Wednesday as they entertain the
Broncos of Western Michigan at 3:30 p.m. Admission
is free.

O's rained

WOOD COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY

(Own car required)

MUCK
OAK
ARKANSAS

M

the BG soccermen displayed
its finest defensive showing
of the young season. With 56
shots, the highest total this
year, the Falcons were too
much for the freshmandominated Miami squad

cans, soda bottles, flashlight
batteries and a whisky
bottle-were thrown at Rose,
barely missing him
"I can't believe anybody
would throw a whisky bottle
at a player...I simply can't
believe It," Anderson said,
shaking his head "They're
selling tickets to insane
people."
Anderson refused to leave
hi* men on the field after the
objects came sailing out of
Uw Shea Stadium stands.

SWIM

Men s Hours
Tues & Thurs 12noon 9pm
Saturday 12 noon 4 p.m
Mon.. Wed . Fn 7 <t m 9am

START NOW!

Ph. 354-7271

1973-74 HOCKEY (18 Home Games)
Student Reserved Seat Season Ticket ($18.00) - A total of 176 reserved seat season
tickets are available this year, for the first time, to Bowling Green students These seats are
located in Section F of the Ice Arena's east stands, behind the Falcon bench. Tickets will be
sold on a first-come first served basis.
Student Hockey ID Card ($5.00) - A total of 3,000 hockey ID cards are available. Holders
of hockey ID's must pick up game tickets weekly at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office, with
tickets available on a first-come-firstserved basis.

The Brothers of
Student Single Game rickets ($1.00) - Available on Thursday of game week in Memorial
Hall, only if weekly 10 pick-up does not exhaust supply

UAO SIDE DOOR
AUDITIONS

1973-74 BASKETBALL (12 Home Games)

Wednesday and Thursday
October 10 and 11 - 7-9 P.M.
Carnation Room
Sign up in UAO Office 2-2343
3rd Floor Union

Alpha Phi Pledges
Love Their "Bigs"
Sag
Char
Joyce
Kim
Peanut

Janet
Jackie
Sue
Peggy
Carolyn

Student Basketball ID Card ($3.00) - A total of 4,000 basketball ID cards are available
Holders of basketball ID's must pick up game tickets weekly at the Memorial Hall Ticket
Office, with tickets available on a first-come-firstserved basis.

Cordially Invite All Interested
Men To Our Final Fall

RUSH PARTY on
Tuesday, Oct. 9

Student Single Game Tickets ($1.00) — Available on game week in Memorial Hall, only if
weekly ID pick-up does not exhaust supply.

Visiting Student Tickets ($2.00) - Available on game week in Memorial Hall, only if weekly
ID pick-up does not exhaust supply.

»•* qaerter ynadaflsn cerdi are rnwris far the purchase ol oM atudent
tickets.

7 lil 10
Refreshments Will Be Served

Pick-up and sales •checMei wW be carried ttwewawewt the year in Hie Or.cn
Sheet. a-O News, and on falcon Hot Una (3-2401).

The Memorial Hast Tlckot Office li eaen weekdays tram f a.m. until no an. and
treat 1 a.m. la 9 a.m.

